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METALWALK® SSR Panel
Installation Instructions
PART 1 GENERAL

1.04

PARALLEL RUNS - Up and down the slope, from ridge to eave.
PERPENDICULAR RUNS - Across roof high ribs (same as the ridge cap).
Use lengths of nominal 12' or 24' grating sections and 10' or 21' handrail tubing to reduce
waste. (Other lengths available.)
Check roof plans provided by architect and METALWALK® drawings from manufacturer.
Assemble grating sections. Start with male/female and finish with male/male.

1.05
1.06
1.07

Support plates are provided for METALWALK® grating whether with or without handrail.
Remove debris and clean roof of metal shavings.
Spray cut ends of grating and pipe with a galvanizing compound or rust inhibitive primer.

1.01
1.02
1.03

PART 2 TOOL LIST
2.01
2.02
2.03
2.04
2.05
2.06
2.07

Power chop saw with metal cutting blade, or tubing cutter, to accept 1.9” OD pipe.
Allen hex wrench 3/16" or 5/16" size (depends on fitting type).
Ratchet socket set, 3/8" drive, 1/2" hex head socket.
Box or open end 1/2" wrench, or adjustable wrench.
Electric screw gun, speed 0-2500 rpm, reversing.
Magnetic 5/16" hex head bit with 1/4" shank drive.
Electric drill with 5/16" drill bit.

PART 3 PRODUCTS
3.01 PARALLEL RUNS (Up & down the slope, from ridge to eave)
A. SUPPORT PLATE
1. Install S-5!® clamps on each seam corresponding to the number of 1" long holes in the support
plate (Typical: 2 per support plate). Tighten S-5!® set screw to 130-150 inch lbs torque for 24
ga. panels. Set support plate directly on S-5!® clamps and fasten with integral bolt & washer.
Standard support plate spacing is maximum 6'0". (See roof layout drawing for variances.)
NOTE: Area to have handrail installed requires support plates with (4) pre-punched 5/16" diameter
holes on one, or both, ends to accommodate Square Base Flange.
Support plate will extend out from the roof panel major standing seam 3" to 6" inches.
(Other sizes available on special order.)
Determine from the drawings on which side of the METALWALK® the handrail is to be located.
2. Space support plates so that the grating sections butt end to end on the center of
a support plate. No more than 12" of METALWALK® grating should project past the support
plate at an end run.
3. Add a support plate at intersections and termination of runs as required.
SSR Installation
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SSR Panel Installation Instructions
B. METALWALK® GRATING SECTIONS - PARALLEL RUNS
1. Align METALWALK® grating sections parallel to roof panel major ribs on the Support Plate.
2. Install (1) MHC25 Hold Down Clamp thru open rungs of each grating plank onto the support
plate using (2) 12-14 x 3/4” self-drilling fasteners.
3. Fasteners should be centered to penetrate the mid-section of the support plate.
4. Use an electric screw gun with a magnetic 5/16” hex head bit set to a proper hold-down
torque, minimum of 92 inch pounds.
3.02 PERPENDICULAR RUNS - across roof high ribs, same direction as ridge cap.
A. METALWALK® GRATING SECTIONS 1. Install S-5!® clamps directly on SSR rib. Spacing based on corresponding 1" long holes in the
support plate. Tighten S-5!® to 130-150 inch lbs. for 24 ga. panels.
2. Set Support Plate directly on S-5!® clamps and use supplied integral bolt & washer.
3. Install MHC25 clamp thru open rungs of each grating plank onto support plate using
(2)12-14 x 3/4” self-drilling fasteners. SEE NOTE BELOW
(OFFSET MHC25 CLAMP FROM CENTER OF SUPPORT PLATE SO FASTENERS DO
NOT PENETRATE SEAM)
B. SPLICE CHANNEL (IF REQUIRED)
1. Where two METALWALK® grating sections are butted end to end, on perpendicular runs,
install a splice channel from the underside.
2. Center splice channel 1-1/2" either side of joint.
3. Fasten splice channel with 12-14 x 3/4" self-drilling fasteners into each grating section, total
of (4) fasteners, (2) each side.
4. Install MHC25 clamp thru open rungs onto the splice channel using (2) 12-14 x 3/4” selfdrilling fasteners per MHC25 Clamp. (Typical: 1 per 12" wide plank.)
5. *Important - Check the fastener locations and penetrations through the splice channel,
that these will not penetrate the roof panel standing seam.
C. LEDGER ANGLE (IF REQUIRED)
1. Where METALWALK® grating sections butt into side of a parallel run, fasten a ledger angle
using 12-14 x 3/4" self-drilling fasteners, equally spaced.
2. Rest end of grating section on ledger angle.
3. Install MHC25 clamp thru open rungs onto the ledger angle using 12-14 x 3/4" self-drilling
fasteners. (Typical: 1 per 12" wide plank.) Use an electric screw gun with a magnetic 5/16"
head bit set to the proper hold-down torque of minimum of 92 inch pounds. Do not over
torque fasteners which could cause deformation of METALWALK® grating section.
4. *Important - Check the fastener locations and penetrations through the ledger angle, that
these will not penetrate the roof panel standing seam.

SSR Installation
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SSR Panel Installation Instructions
3.03 HANDRAIL
$ VERTICAL POSTS
 Position the Square Flange Base for the vertical post over the pre-punched holeswith the
set screws pointed out from the grating (to allow room for ease of tightening the set screws
with an allen wrench). Secure the Square Flange Base to the support plate using  5/16" x
1" bolts, (8) 7/8" washers and (4) lock nuts. 7/8" washers to be installed undereach nut
and bolt head. Tighten to 130 - 150 inch lbs torque.
 Insert pre-cut 42-3/4" tubing, 1.9" OD into the Square Flange Base on support plate, make
sure it bottoms out, then secure by tightening the (2) setscrews to 204 inch pounds.
 Mark Vertical Posts from the top at 19" for receiving midrail Cross slip-on fitting (top of fitting)
% MID-RAIL
 Determine if mid-rail is to be located on the inside or outside of the railing.
 Slide on Vertical Posts a Cross slip-on fitting with the open barrel to the side to receive midrail.
 Secure temporarily in place at the pre-marked 19" (top of fitting) by tightening one setscrew
lightly with Allen hex wrench.
 Measure the distance from center to center of the two end vertical posts and add 2-1/4".
Cut lengths from the standard 1.9" OD tubing and join together with the pre-tapered end
or if cut to length, join together at the Vertical Post Cross slip-on fitting. If the tubing joint is
mid-way between Vertical Posts an External Coupling (optional) slip-on fitting can be installed.
 Assemble mid-rail by sliding tubing through all of the Cross slip-on fittings, adjust as necessary
for alignment, tighten all setscrews to 204 inch pounds.
 Install Metal Plug in the mid-rail tubing at each end or the Vertical Post OR install Elbow with a
piece of vertical piece of tubing to connect with Elbow on top rail where handrail needs to
extend past the end of the Vertical Post.
& TOP RAIL
 Measure the distance from center to center of the two end vertical posts. Cut lengths from the
standard 1.9" OD tubing so that they will butt together at the Vertical Post Tee or jointogether
with the pre-tapered end. If the tubing joint is mid-way between Vertical Posts anExternal
Coupling (optional) slip-on fitting can be installed.
 Slide on each Vertical Post a Tee slip-on fitting with the setscrew pointed away from
METALWALK® grating.
 Slide the 1.9" OD tubing through the Tee slip-on fittings. At each end Vertical Post install an
Elbow. The top rail tubing should be resting on the Vertical Posts.
 Secure in place by tightening setscrews with Allen hex wrench to 204 in. lbs.
' CORNER CONDITION(
6((3$*()25237,216
)
 OUTSIDE CORNER: Extend pipe past the tee and cross fitting of the last vertical post
at desired corner. Field measure pipes to align with intersecting pipes at corner and cut to
desired length.
 Install Elbow slip-on fitting to the pipes in the desired direction of the adjacent top and
mid-rail. tighten setscrew to 204 inch lbs.
3. Attach elbow to top-rail and mid-rail of adjacent pipes and tighten setscrew to 204 inch lbs.

SSR Installation
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SSR Panel Installation Instructions
4. INSIDE CORNER: Extend pipe past the tee and cross fitting of the last vertical post
at desired corner. Field measure pipes to align with intersecting pipes at corner and cut to
desired length. Be sure not to extend pipe into Metalwalk walking area.
5. Install Elbow slip-on fitting to he pipes in the desired direction of the adjacent top and
mid rail. Tighten setscrew to 204 inch lbs.
6. Attach elbow to top-rail and mid-rail of adjacent pipes and tighten setscrew to 204 inch lbs.
E. DIAGONAL SUPPORT - OPTIONAL AT RAIL-END POST— USE ONLY WHEN SPECIFIED
1. Before installing the top railing, on the desired rail-end vertical post, install Adjustable Elbow
slip-on fitting, direct it out from railing at 90 degrees.
2. Use a pre-cut 42-3/4" post OR cut tubing to proper length and insert into the Adjustable
elbow and lightly tighten setscrew.
3. Install on the tubing end Angle Base OR Adjustable Flange, and lightly tighten setscrews.
4. Place a support plate across roof panel major high ribs, positioned under the end of the
diagonal tubing. Align Angle Base OR Adjustable Flange on the center 4" wide section of
support plate and mark location of the mounting (4) holes of the Flange to the Support Plate
(if not already pre-punched).
5. Remove support plate, center punch, and drill the (4) 5/16" diameter holes.
6. Secure the Angle Base OR Adjustable Flange to the support plate using (4) 5/16"-18 x 1-1/2"
bolts with flat washers under each bolt head and the self-locking nut assembly. Tighten
the self-locking nuts to a torque of 130 to 150 inch-pounds.
7. Install support plate, slip together tube into flange, attach to roof panel per Part 3.01, Section
A– 1.
8. Secure in place by tightening setscrews with Allen hex wrench to 204 in. lbs.
F. FINAL INSPECTION
1. Check for proper installation, proper torque setting of all bolts, nuts and setscrews,
remove any metal shavings, all tools and equipment.
2. Spray cut ends of METALWALK® grating sections with galvanizing compound or rust inhibitive
primer to prevent future rust.
END OF SECTION

SSR Installation
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ROOFTOP
METALWALK
COMPONENTS

Splice Channel (SC)
24”, 36” or 48”

Ledger Angle (LA)
28”, 40”, or 52”

SP-30 Support Plate
30” Long

Optional Pitched Hat
Section (PHS) for
“R” Panel Installation

Standard Hat Section (HS)
for “R” Panel Installation

S-5®U or S-5®U Mini Clamp
Top Mount

S-5®U or S5®U Mini Clamp
Side Mount

S-5®T or S-5®T Mini Clamp

SP-40 or SP-54
Support Plate
40” or 54” Long

SP-30 “R” Support Plate
30” Long
(Add. lengths available)

S-5®Z or S-5®Z Mini Clamp

Additional Clamp styles available

MHC25
Hold Down Clamp
Attaches grating to
support plates

7

12-14 x 3/4”
Self-Drilling
Fastener
Use for all fastening
applications

SW-2 Square
Washer
M8 x 30 Metric Bolt
Use with bolt
assembly

Use with bolt
assembly

ROOFTOP
SAFETY HANDRAIL
COMPONENTS

SPR-36 Support Plate
SPR-60 Support Plate

SPR-54 Support Plate

Use for all fastening
applications

STANDARD
HANDRAIL
FITTINGS

516-F/W MS813
7/8” OD Flat Washer
Use for attachment
of base to support
plate (typ. 8 each)

SQUARE BASE
#45SBC-8

Support Plate (SP) for “R” Panel

Pitched Hat Section (PHS)
for “R” Panel

Hat Section (HS) for “R” Panel

783060
12-14 x 3/4”Fastener

Pitched Hat Channel (PHS)
Use with S-5!® Clamps

516-18 Flange Nut

516-8-15 5/16"x1-1/2" Bolt
For attachment of base to
support plate (Typ. 4 each)

CROSS
#12-8

TEE
#5E-8

For attachment of base to
support plate (typ. of 4 each)

ELBOW
#3-8

OPTIONAL
HANDRAIL
FITTINGS
OUTSIDE
CORNER
#20-8
8

SIDE
OUTLET ELBOW
#9-8

ADJUSTABLE
TEE OR ELBOW
#17-8

EXTERNAL
COUPLING
#70-8

PLUG
#62AG-8

ANGLE
BASE
FLANGE
#47AF-8
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